that if d(G) ¿3, then the derived length of G is ^d(G)
Let A3P, AAG be maximal such that G/K is nonabelian. By the inductive hypothesis, G/K is solvable and it follows that E=G/K satisfies the hypotheses of the Proposition. The irreducible characters of E may be viewed as characters of G and thus E has a nonlinear irreducible character <p, with <p(l)=m (say). Let xGIrr(G) with x(l) =«. If P is a /»-group, then p\ m so p\n and since G/K is a £-group, it follows that x|A is irreducible. Viewing <p Glrr(G) it follows that </>xGIrr(G), (see for instance Proposition 1.1 of [2] ) and since this character has degree «zw, this is a contradiction. Thus P is a Frobenius group with cyclic complement and elementary abelian <?-group as kernel. Let Q/K be the kernel. We have [G: Q] = (p(l)=m. Let6Qlrr(Q). We claim that if 0(1) > 1, then 0(1)=« so d(Q)=2 and thus Q" = 1. Since G'ÇZQ we will be done. 
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However, since G/K is a Frobenius group, the only linear character of Q/K which is fixed by any element outside of Q is the principal character and this yields jui =A*2, a contradiction. Thus X1X2_1?zil and 0 vanishes off the kernel of this character. It follows that 0|X is reducible and thus c|0(l), and q\m. Let x be an irreducible constituent of 6° so 0(l)|x (l) and hence x(I)?i 1 or m. Thusx(l) "■« and since « is relatively prime to [G: Q], x\Q is irreducible. However, 0 is a constituent of x| Q and thus 0 = x| Q and therefore 0(1) =«, our claim is established and the proof of this case is complete. If xGG'Çker X< we obtain <j>(x)x(x) =nx(x) and since 4> is faithful, $(x) 9*n iorX9*l. Thusx(x) =0 for all xQG'-l. This yields [x| G', l] 9*0 so G'Çker x and this contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.
